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Walk a couple of steps up to the staircase
Into the room, close the door
Pull up the screen and the glass
I seal myself off, in cycles like death
And sit dully, tumbled into place
The indicator on the appliance dimly illuminates
That the world of man has gradually aged
I seem to have the energy to drink a sip of water
To see the white hair whiten to the root
The eyes whiten into cataracts
Arms are full of white ringworm
Measured from a distance, the white milk outside the room is overflowing
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You’re a man in a fog
You use your way to exhale fog
But who can actually ride it?
You traverse the swamp of youth
The clouds rise up, illumination
The scene plays out in myriad ways
The occasional accident, can’t stop laughing
The clock inside the body can’t stop ticking
Sometimes like the wooden fish 
Sometimes like the evening drum
The people don’t dare open their eyes
A white horse is carrying you across the city
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Shame of the month of April
Beijing’s flowers only bloom now
The others are done with boisterousness
Have fully enjoyed lush flowers and spring scenes
New crop of tea already at market
Busy delivering a gift-in-return with courtesy
They wind through the fog of the world
Yet your interest only grows
Emits a sweet scent, follows the wind, paints without a trace
That is, like this: don’t blame
Maybe, frightened: set forth
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The cranelike man in an ancient capital
Is modernized.
The open-close rhythm of flight is gone
But what does it matter?
The daily conversations and gestures, layers upon layers of crowds
Can form a landscape from here on out
The art is pale and laughable
Between secular and sacred, neither one nor the other
Put the crane in the soughing pines of the marketplace
The heart of the bell slowly knells
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He can never find his place
He doesn’t live in the present
He always expects development, doesn’t think it through
Whether or not he’s ready.
He tries to impress, one second pompous and the next self-hating
One second he wants to repair a fractured tradition
The next he wants to embrace the grandeur of science
He’s unable to stop turning things over
Sometimes he complains about this turning over of things
He loves money, loves to be proud, loves to strive
But the striving’s inept
He looks like he’s from a family of morons
His name is China.
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The highway drives the heart wild
A drunk paddling through a sorghum field
Singing loudly, your reputations steeped in liquor
Stumbling through brew, falling into the sacred hall
In the end it’s the bowl of dreams. The great belch of chaos
The seventh day, the seven orifices, the port in a haze of moonlight
Those who go through build a bridge from cement, 
Starlight shoots out of the steering wheel
I gaze into the autumn water from the boat
The light’s clear, a thousand rivers converge at a lake, mirroring paradise
Peach blossoms begin falling in the fog, 
And the swordsman dances the sword dance for a decade.
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To lay the foundation is 100 days
Whooping cough is 100 days
Fractured bones need 100 days
To become a pro you need 10,000 hours
The sword is ground for 10 years
Bodhidharma faced the wall for 9 years
Pengzu slept for 800 years and flowers grew in his dream
Time passes
To pass time
Light in the shade
Emptiness, emptiness!
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APEC
These few letters aren’t at all poetic
Though they allow the sky its blue
The sky turns blue, and that’s quite poetic
Doesn’t even want to ascend to heaven
Poetry is produced by unpoetical facts
This is just like a worry
Always infinitely many
Like a building burning without stop
But its force — that can produce poetry
A red lotus that has been scorched
Causing birth, incomparable cool
A jingang-like lotus, two faces of the one that connects
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When the affairs of the world retreat
Pale consciousness shrinks its particles
Wind blows by at the moment the
Hand raises, and it’s hard to rest
The clock strikes colorlessly
Midnight visitors
Sit around like they’ve been there for a long time
The silent chef grinds the fire out of the heart
No songs to go with the wine
Bursts of soughing from the pines
The cab on the East Third Ring Road drove away


